Unika Color Products manufactures and develops innovative brands of specialist Adhesives, Sealants and Aftercare Solutions for the Trade.
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**Introduction**

Unika Ltd. is Europe’s leading manufacturer of products required to install and maintain all types of kitchen work surfaces including Laminate, Solid Wood, Granite, Quartz and Solid Surface.

For over 25 years Unika has specialised in serving the Kitchen, DIY and Building markets in over 50 countries worldwide.

Unika manufactures innovative quality solutions to meet the specific needs of the installers. Unika products are independently tested to the highest standards and are approved by leading kitchen manufacturers and large retailers across Europe.

Unika products are manufactured in Europe, our factories are ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO18001, FSC and PEFC compliant. We are well known worldwide for quality performance and service including 24 hour technical support.
Laminate Installation

ColorFill

The Original Laminate Worktop Joint Sealant

Unika ColorFill is the first sealant to be designed specifically for the installation of mitred worktop joints. ColorFill has been used by tradesmen since its formation 26 years ago and is the de facto standard for Joiners and Kitchen Fitters.

ColorFill performs three tasks:
- It bonds the joint together
- It seals the joint against water and domestic detergents
- It is exactly colour matched to the worktop so making the finished joint almost invisible.

ColorFill colours have been specifically developed to match the most popular brands of laminate across Europe including plain colours, woodgrains, and patterned finishes. In fact Unika has a colour to match almost every worktop finish.

ColorFill has been scientifically formulated and tested to resist moisture, detergent and other household products as efficiently as the laminate and will withstand heat and direct sunlight. Although we recommend that hot pans and dishes from the oven should not be placed over joints. ColorFill requires no mixing, is easy to apply and is available in handy size 25g tubes sufficient for one worktop joint.

Pack Sizes

ColorFill
25g tubes
Box of 9

ColorFill Hanging Box
25g tube of ColorFill + 20ml Solvent
Box of 10

ColorFill Blisterpack
25g tube of ColorFill + 20ml Solvent
Box of 10

ColorFill Fitters Kit
Holds 20 colours plus solvent and a soft edged stainless steel spatula.
Choose colours to match your worktop range.
TopSeal is the latest generation, high performance toughened polymer technology. It is a high strength adhesive, waterproof sealant and is flexible once cured. It has excellent bond strength and cures quickly even at low temperatures.

TopSeal is a colour matched backsplash, upstand sealant and adhesive in one. It can be used to fix backsplashes and upstands, then use as a sealant bead between panel and worktop. It is a good gap filler with very little shrinkage and is easy to apply in all conditions, it even bonds to damp surfaces. It bonds and seals a variety of surfaces including Quartz, Laminate, Stainless Steel, Glass and many others. Only one product is required to complete the full installation.

TopSeal can also be used to fix granite and quartz worktops to carcasses. It bonds quickly and easily with phenomenal instant grab strength.

It is perfect for shower panels in bathrooms. Use it to fix the panel in place and then to seal between panels and at the corners instead of using clumsy metal trims. It replaces slower, weaker silicone which often requires additional hot melt glue or adhesive tape while curing.

TopSeal is available in a standard range of 10 colours but any colour can be made to order.

TopSeal is easy clean up and has a 10-15 minute open time. It is environmentally friendly and contains no solvents or other hazardous materials.

**Fact**
TopSeal has a 18 month shelf life (unopened)
EasiBolt bolt holders to hold worktop connecting bolts in place leaving both hands free for tightening and levelling.

Heat Reflective Tape & Sheet

Heat Reflective Tape and Sheet is a 30 micron aluminium foil, coated one side with an acrylic, pressure sensitive aggressive adhesive. It has temperature resistance to +110°C, it is water resistant and flame retardant.

Heat Reflective aluminium tape will protect worktop hob cut outs from radiant heat.

Tape Roll = 45 metres x 50mm width
3 metres x 50mm width

Heat Reflective aluminium sheet will protect the worktop underside from radiant heat from dishwashers and other appliances.

Sheet = 1 metre x 600mm.

Worktop Tape

Double sided worktop tape to fit laminate edge strip to worktop. Worktop tape is quick and easy to apply, temperature resistant, resistant to household cleaners and creates a permanent bond.

Worktop Tape is available in the following roll sizes:

- 50 Metres x 40mm width
- 5 Metres x 40mm width

Worktop Tape creates a quick, clean, strong bond

No 20 Jointing Biscuits

Use to level laminate worktop mitre joints. Available in a variety of handy pack sizes.
Care & Cleaning

Laminate Cleaner

Use on Laminate & Melamine work surfaces

- Unika Laminate Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner
- Cleans worktops to a sparkling shine – no smears!
- Tackles everyday grease and grime
- Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free

Rejuvenate

ColorFill

The Original Laminate Worktop Repairer

Unika ColorFill is specifically designed to repair laminate and melamine surfaces simply and effectively.

ColorFill is an easy to use self setting material which requires no mixing. ColorFill is applied using a spatula and is touch dry in one hour, after this it is waterproof and resistant to household detergents and cleaners. If used properly ColorFill provides a permanent repair.

There are over 400 ColorFill colours which have been developed to match the most popular brands of laminate including plain colours, woodgrains and patterned finishes. In fact Unika has a colour to match almost every worktop finish.
Laminate Worktop Installation Kit

Include a ColorFill Worktop Installation Kit with every worktop sale (one per mitre joint) to ensure correct joint installation.

**Contents:**
- 3 x EasiBolt
- ColorFill 25g tube + Applicator Tool
- ColorFill Solvent 20ml

Visit: www.colorfill.co.uk for:
- ColorFill matching database – match to worktops, RAL’s etc.
- ColorFill Films
- Latest ColorFill News

We manufacture over 400 colours perfectly
Compact Laminate Installation

**TopSeal**

TopSeal is a new colour matched adhesive and sealant for Compact Laminate Worktops.

TopSeal is the latest generation, high performance toughened polymer technology. It is a super strength formula, tougher and faster curing. It has excellent bond strength and gives instant grip without support.

TopSeal is colour matched to the worktop/backsplash to give a seamless finish. It is available in over 100 colours and small batches of special colours can be made to order.

TopSeal is also an excellent gap or joint filler and it has very little shrinkage and is UV stable. It is tough to touch which means it lasts longer in the joint and does not pick up dirt like silicone. Open time is 10-15 minutes giving longer to tighten and level the worktop.

TopSeal is fast curing even at low temperatures, this means worktops are ready to use in 15 hours.

TopSeal is environmentally friendly. It contains no solvents, this means there is no smell or fumes during or after installation.

TopSeal has an 18 month shelf life (unopened).

---

**Care & Cleaning**

**Laminate Cleaner**

Use on Laminate & Melamine work surfaces

- Unika Laminate Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner
- Cleans worktops to a sparkling shine – no smears!
- Tackles everyday grease and grime
- Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free
Compact Laminate Worktop Installation Kit

Include a TopSeal Worktop Installation Kit with every worktop sale (one per mitre joint) to ensure correct joint installation. There are also products for Care and Maintenance that can be used after installation and should be passed onto the customer.

Contents:

- TopSeal 20g tube + Applicator Tool
- ColorFill Solvent 20ml
- White lint free cloth
- Biscuits (3 wooden)
- Toggle Bolt x 3
- Allen Key 3mm
- Linseed oil 20ml
- Sandpaper 180 grit, 240 grit x2
- Abrasive disc pad – 320 grit
- Brass spreading dowel x 10
- Sink Bolts x 10
- Microfibre Cloth
- Laminate Worktop Daily Cleaner 500ml
Compact Laminate Care Kit
Includes everything required to maintain a Compact Laminate Worktop and keep it looking as good as new.

Contents:
- Laminate Worktop Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth

Super Matte Laminate Care Kit
Includes everything required to look after a Super Matte surface and keep it looking as good as new.

Contents:
- 1 x Super Matte Laminate Cleaner 500ml
- 2 x Solvent Cleaner 20ml
- 2 x Magic Erasers
- 1 x Microfibre Cloth

Super Matte laminate cleaner is specifically formulated for Super Matte laminate worktops, wall panels and doors which are prone to fingerprints. It is a ready to use spray cleaner which has excellent cleaning power on everyday grease and grime. It cleans Super Matte leaving it fingerprint and streak free.

For tough dirt, stains and marks use Magic Stain Eraser. It penetrates deep into the surface texture and breaks up the dirt.

For persistent and difficult to remove marks use Solvent cleaner with a cloth or with the Magic Stain Eraser.
Solid Surface Worktops
ColorSeam is a durable two component Methyl Methacrylate that will provide a colour matched seamless finish to solid surface and composite worktops made from acrylic and acrylic and polyester blends. It can also be used on quartz and natural stone surfaces.

Unika’s new formulation of methacrylate coloured adhesives offer higher reliable bond strength and quicker cure speed than traditional methacrylates.

Unika ColorSeam has an advanced non-stain colour system. Once cured the bond line is UV stable and has very high chemical and moisture resistance. It is sandable in less than 30 minutes.

It is available in range of popular standard colours. We also specialise in small batch production for special colour runs and we offer unrivalled colour accuracy using the very latest computer based colour spectrometers.

ColorSeam is available in three sizes – 50ml, 100ml and 250ml, meeting the demands of the DIY, trade and in house fabrication markets. The dual component cartridges accurately mix and dispense the pre coloured adhesive, providing consistent results and minimal waste. Each size comes with the appropriate mixing nozzle and further nozzles are available if required.

Unika’s brand new filling line incorporates the latest technology meaning accurate fill, no air bubbles and consistent colour and performance.
Unika has been manufacturing coloured adhesives for over 25 years and supplies the bulk of the large kitchen manufacturers and distributors across Europe. All products have been tried and tested to ISO quality standards.

Unika’s production, technical support and distribution is located in the UK and further distribution in Germany guarantees quality service and short lead times throughout Europe and the rest of the world.

ColorSeam is very versatile, it can be used for jointing kitchen and bathroom worktops. It can be used in laboratories, on reception counters, tables, hotel rooms etc.

ColorSeam is the perfect adhesive for your quality assured installation.

**Heat Reflective Tape & Sheet**

Heat Reflective Tape and Sheet is a 30 micron aluminium foil, coated one side with an acrylic, pressure sensitive aggressive adhesive. It has temperature resistance to +110°C, it is water resistant and flame retardant.

Heat Reflective aluminium tape will protect worktop hob cut outs from radiant heat from dishwashers and other appliances.

Tape Roll = 45 metres x 50mm width
3 metres x 50mm width

Heat Reflective aluminium sheet will protect the worktop underside from radiant heat.

Sheet = 1 metre x 600mm.
Solid Surface Rejuvenate

Use on: Solid Surface Worktops

- Solid Surface Rejuvenate will renovate Solid Surface acrylic and polyester worktops.
- It is designed to remove minor scratches and leave the worktop as good as new. Solid Surface Rejuvenate contains mild abrasive particles which when coupled with a white nylon pad will buff up the work surface.
- Use as and when required on worktop areas that are subjected to a lot of wear and tear. Or use to renovate your whole top when it becomes scratched and dull.
- Unika Solid Surface Rejuvenate is a ready to use specialist cleaner that will renovate the work surface safely.

Care & Cleaning

Solid Surface Daily Worktop Cleaner

Use on: Solid Surface Acrylic Worktops

- Unika Solid Surface Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner, which tackles everyday grease and grime.
- Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free.
- Cleans worktops without leaving smears to a sparkling clean finish.

Solid Surface Shine

Use on: Solid Surface Acrylic Worktops

- Solid Surface Shine is a protective cleaner and polish specially formulated for Solid Surface Worktops. Apply weekly to leave a streak free long lasting shine.
- Solid Surface Shine will condition your worktop whilst adding a protective barrier against spills, ring marks etc. so making your daily clean a whole lot easier.
- Use in conjunction with Unika Daily Solid Surface Cleaner
Solid Surface and Composite Installation Kit

Includes everything a fitter requires to install a Solid Surface and Composite Worktop. There are also products for Care & Maintenance that can be used after installation and should be passed onto the customer.

**Contents:**
- Sanding Abranet Disc 100/150/240 Grit
- Alcohol Wipes (pack of 2)
- Sanding Foam Pad 180 Grit
- Abrasive Disc Pad – White/Maroon/Grey
- Biscuits (4 wooden)
- 150mm Connecting Bolt x6
- ColorSeam - Optional
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Sheet x2
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Tape 5m roll
- Fixings Pack (12 Slotted Angle Brackets, 48 screws & washers)
- Solid Surface Rejuvenate 500ml
- Solid Surface Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Disposable Gloves
- Microfibre Cloth
Solid Surface Care Kit

Includes everything required to maintain a Solid Surface Worktop and keep it looking as good as new. Unlike most other surfaces, Solid Surface can be repaired. So little accidents, stains or scratches can usually be removed with relative ease.

Contents:
- Sanding Foam Pad 180 Grit
- Abrasive Disc Pad – White/Maroon/Grey
- Microfibre Cloth
- Solid Surface Rejuvenate 500ml
- Solid Surface Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Disposable Gloves
Solid Wood Worktops
Solid Wood RAPID Worktop Oil

- Fast Cure – two coats from start to finish will take under 4 hours.
- Drying time is 24 hours and the worktop will gradually become more water resistant over the following few days.
- Tough hard wax finish.
- Stain Resistant.
- Waterproofs.
- VOC – 2010 Compliant. This product contains <35 g/l VOC.
- EN71-3 Certified – Food Safe.
- Natural Satin finish.

Unika Solid Wood Worktop Oil nourishes and protects all types of timber work surfaces. Unika Worktop Oil penetrates deep into the wood producing a natural satin finish as well as a durable and water resistant seal.

Your worktop will need to be oiled at regular intervals to keep its looks and protection.

It is recommended to re-apply to the surface at least once a year or when needed. If the worktop looks dry and spots from daily use appear, it’s time to oil.

HR Tape and Sheet

Heat Reflective Tape and Sheet is a 30 micron aluminium foil, coated one side with an acrylic, pressure sensitive aggressive adhesive. It has temperature resistance to +110°C, it is water resistant and flame retardant.

Heat Reflective aluminium tape will protect worktop hob cut outs from radiant heat from dishwashers and other appliances.

Tape Roll = 45 metres x 50mm width
3 metres x 50mm width

Heat Reflective aluminium sheet will protect the worktop underside from radiant heat.

Sheet = 1 metre x 600mm.
Rejuvenate

**Solid Wood Worktop Mousse**
- Fast Cure
- Tough Hard Wax Finish
- Stain Resistant
- Waterproofs
- VOC – 2010 Compliant
- EN71-3 Certified – Food Safe
- Natural Satin Finish
- Quick & Easy to apply

Unika Solid Wood Worktop Oil Mousse is a quick and hassle-free way to top up on worktop dry patches as they appear. Like the oil from the tin the mousse penetrates deep into the wood producing a natural satin finish as well as a durable and water resistant seal.

---

**Care & Cleaning**

**Solid Wood Worktop Cleaner**
- Ready to use Specialist spray cleaner
- pH7 Neutral Cleaner will not produce soap residue build up on the surface
- Non foaming and does not leave smears
- Cleans the worktop safely – non hazardous
- Biodegradable and solvent free

Unika Solid Wood Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use specially formulated pH7 Neutral Cleaner. It will remove light grease, fat, cooking stains, food residue etc.

It is important to use pH7 Neutral Cleaner on solid wood worktops because it stops the blue soap film (left by multipurpose cleaners) building up on the surface of the wood. The blue soap film stains the wood and it can be difficult to remove.
Solid Wood Installation Kit

Includes everything a fitter needs to successfully install a solid wood worktop. Solid Wood needs to be treated with oil to give a water resistant finish. The fitter also needs to seal newly cut edges, for example sink cut outs.

Contents:
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Sheet x2
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Tape 5m roll
- 375ml Solid Wood Worktop Oil
- Lint Free Cloths x2
- Disposable Gloves
- 150mm Connecting Bolt x6
- No.20 Jointing Biscuits
- Sanding Block
- Sandpaper 180 grit, 240 grit and 500 grit
- Abrasive Disc Pad - White
- Fixings Pack (24 Slotted Angle Brackets, 96 screws & washers)
- Silicone 290ml - Clear Neutral Cure
- 500ml Solid Wood Worktop Daily Cleaner
Solid Wood Care Kit

Includes everything the customer will require to maintain their wood worktop once installed.

Contents:
- 150ml Solid Wood Worktop Mousse
- 500ml Solid Wood Worktop Daily Cleaner
- Disposable Gloves
- Lint Free Cloths x2
- Abrasive Disc Pad – White
- Microfibre Cloth
ColorSeam

ColorSeam is a revolutionary two component Methyl Methacrylate that will provide a colour matched joint for Granite Worktops.

It is available in range of popular standard colours. Special colours are available based on minimum order quantities.

Unika ColorSeam has an advanced non-stain colour system. Once cured the bond line is UV stable and has very high chemical and moisture resistance.

ColorSeam can be used for any granite worktops be they in the kitchen or bathroom.

Rejuvenate

Granite Worktop Sealer

Use on Granite, Quartz, Marble, Natural Stone Surfaces

- Ready to use specialist sealer
- Protects against Water & Oil spillages and Stains
- Provides transparent vapour permeable protection
- Invisible coating
- Seals safely – Non hazardous, Biodegradable and solvent free
Granite & Quartz Daily Worktop Cleaner

Use on Granite, Quartz, Marble & Natural Stone Surfaces.

- Unika Granite & Quartz Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner, which tackles grease and grime.
- ‘Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free.
- Cleans worktops without leaving smears to a sparkling clean finish.
Granite Worktop Installation Kit

Includes everything the fitter requires to install a Granite Worktop. There are also products for Care & Maintenance included that can be used after installation and should be passed onto the customer.

Contents:
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Sheet x2
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Tape 5m roll
- Granite Worktop Sealer 500ml
- Lint Free Cloths x2
- Disposable Gloves
- Alcohol Wipes x2
- ColorSeam - Optional
- Fixings Pack (12 Slotted Angle Brackets, 48 screws & washers)
- Silicone 290ml - Clear
- Granite & Quartz Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth
Granite Care Kit

Includes everything required to maintain a Granite worktop and keep it looking as good as new. Granite worktops are porous and need to be sealed approximately every six months. Sealing will protect against stains such as tea, coffee and oils for example.

Contents:
- Granite Worktop Sealer 500ml
- Lint Free cloths x2
- Disposable Gloves
- Granite & Quartz Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth
Quartz Worktops
ColorSeam is a revolutionary two component Methyl Methacrylate that will provide a colour matched joint for quartz worktops.

It is available in range of popular standard colours. Special colours are available based on minimum order quantities.

Unika ColorSeam has an advanced non-stain colour system. Once cured the bond line is UV stable and has very high chemical and moisture resistance.

ColorSeam can be used for any quartz worktops be they in the kitchen or bathroom.

Magic Eraser

Magic Eraser is a brand new cleaning product which will lift tough dirt, stains and marks from virtually any surface – ceramics, plastics, steel, mirrors, glass, flooring, walls etc.

Magic Eraser is made from a special lightweight melamine resin foam that penetrates deep into the surface grooves and breaks up the dirt. Use it to remove persistent marks on quartz worktops.

It will lift marks from the surface with just water – no detergents are required.
Care & Cleaning

Granite & Quartz Daily Worktop Cleaner

Use on Granite, Quartz, Marble, Natural Stone Surfaces

- Unika Granite & Quartz Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner, which tackles everyday grease and grime.
- Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free.
- Cleans worktops without leaving smears to a sparkling clean finish.
Quartz Matt & Gloss Installation Kit includes everything a fitter requires to install a Quartz Gloss or Matt Worktop. There are also products for Care & Maintenance included that can be used after installation and should be passed onto the customer.

Contents:
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Sheet x2
- Heat Reflective Aluminium Tape 5m roll
- Alcohol Wipes x2
- ColorSeam – Optional
- Fixings Pack (12 Slotted Angle Brackets, 48 screws & washers)
- Silicone 290ml - Clear Neutral Cure
- Granite & Quartz Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth
- Disposable Gloves
- Matt Stone Paste – 150g Quartz Matt Kit Only
- Abrasive Disc Pad – White Quartz Matt Kit Only
- Magic Eraser Quartz Polish Kit Only
Quartz Matt Care Kit

Everything required to maintain a Quartz Worktop and keep it looking as good as new.

Contents:
- Granite & Quartz Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth
- Disposable Gloves
- Matt Stone Paste – 150g
- Abrasive Disc Pad – White
Quartz Gloss Care Kit
Includes everything required to maintain a Quartz Worktop and keep it looking as good as new.

Contents:
- Granite & Quartz Daily Cleaner 500ml
- Microfibre Cloth
- Magic Eraser
Rapid Adhesive System

MitreBond & MitrePen is the original and strongest quick setting adhesive on the market. No nails, no clamping, no waiting - no mess!

MitreBond is an instant bonding low viscosity adhesive to give greater bond strength on porous surfaces. Apply one or two drops of adhesive onto one side of the joint and then apply MitrePen to the other. Quickly bring the two sides into line and firmly press the joint together. Hold for 10 seconds and it’s complete.

MitreBond has many uses and can be used to fix Bowed Upstands in place, UPVC window trims, Door trims, melamine end strips, skirting and architrave joints, architectural mouldings, Cornice and Pelmet and many more.

Materials MitreBond can be applied to:
- MDF
- Timber
- Glass
- Ceramics
- Aluminium
- Chipboard
- Perspex
- Steel
- Porcelain
- Some Plastics

**fact**
Quick and clean, MitreBond sets in 10 seconds
MitrePen is a rapid and precise super glue activator. It produces clean, tight and thin joints instantly with no need for clamping.

Aerosols should never be used on any kitchen frontal joints, especially gloss kitchens, as overspray cannot be avoided. Messy aerosols discolour, dull and potentially delaminate cabinet decors.

MitrePen is quick and clean and as it is a precision marker rather than a spray, it prevents the staining caused by overspray.

MitrePen goes further than you may think. It covers the same area as 3 x 200ml size activator sprays!

MitrePen is environmentally friendly and as it is non hazardous it can be easily transported by post. It is also less bulky than an aerosol for fitters to carry around.

Use MitrePen with any superglue and it will set in 10 seconds.

Pack Sizes

Blister Pack
50g Adhesive
MitrePen Activator
Best seller into DIY

Aerosol Pack
50g Adhesive,
200ml Aerosol Activator
The popular size with all kitchen fitters.

Midi Pack
100g Adhesive,
400ml Aerosol Activator
The Midi pack is twice the size of the standard pack and offers greater value for money.

Superpack
500g Adhesive,
2 x 400ml Aerosol Activator
The Superpack is for bulk users and industrial contracts.

Triple Pack
3 x 50g MitreBond Adhesive
and 1 x MitrePen Activator
The big value pack for those who prefer to use the new MitrePen.
Jigs, Cutters & Tools
**Worktop Mitre Jigs**

Unika manufactures Europe’s best selling range of router jigs. Designed in conjunction with fitters they are precision engineered to the highest standards, incorporating the latest design features.

**MultiSurface Jig**

Cuts Composite, Laminate and Solid wood worktops.

Cuts 10mm inset for – Composite, Solid Wood and Square Edge Worktops up to 10mm.

10mm cut requires less router work and produces a neater joint.

Cuts 23mm inset for – Standard Laminate Worktops with a radius edge of more than 10mm.

**Cuts:**

- 300mm, 400mm, 500mm, 600mm, 616mm
- 650mm & 700mm worktops
- 90° Left and Right joints
- Corner cooking solution
- 3 Bolt Slots
- Radius End Facility

**Features:**

- MultiSurface jig is the first of its kind on the market and is suitable for use with a variety of worktop materials.
- Includes 6 nylon aligning pegs and full user instructions.
1000mm Jig

Jig Cuts:
400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 616, 640, 650, 665, 670, 700, 750, 800, 850, 900 and 1000mm worktops.
90° Left and Right hand joints
Corner cooking solution, 5 Bolt Slots
22.5°, 30° and 45° Straight Mitres, Radius end.

Features:
- Quick ‘set up’
- Unique quick reference guide engraved on jig face
- Unique ‘one way’ peg holes to avoid costly errors.
- Includes 6 nylon aligning pegs and full user instructions

Contract Jig - 700mm

Cuts:
250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 616, 620, 635, 650 & 700mm worktops.
90° Left and Right hand joints
Corner cooking solution
3 Bolt Slots
Radius end for breakfast bar
Radius end – 100°
Hinge Hole
22.5°, 30° and 45° straight mitres

Features:
Currently Europe’s best selling jig.
It is suitable for cutting a wide variety of worktop materials.
- New quick set up system
- 35mm inset
- Includes 6 nylon aligning pegs and full user instructions
Compact Laminate Worktop Jig

Cuts:
- 600, 616 and 630mm worktops
- 90° left and right joints
- 3 bolt slots – to suit Unika toggle bolt

Features:
- The New Compact Laminate Worktop Jig will cut discreet 10mm deep, 90° mitre joints into compact laminate worktops.
- Bolt slots can be cut to accommodate the Unika toggle bolt which will act as a clamp and hold the joint together.
- Unique ‘one way’ peg holes to avoid costly errors.
- Includes 6 nylon aligning pegs and full user instructions.
Compact Hinge Jig

The Compact Hinge Jig is used to recess 75mm and 100mm hinges in doors and door frames.

The recess will be 20mm for a 75mm hinge and 30mm for 100mm hinge.

The jig will recess hinges to a minimum distance of 230mm (in accordance with BS EN 1935) from the top and bottom edge of the door.

Features:
- Small piece jig means it is easy to store and transport to jobs.
- Compact Hinge Jig has adjustable set up for door and frame. This means the distance between hinges can be altered.
- Incorporates bradawl pin fixing for extra stability.

Compact Lock Jig

Unika Lock Jig is designed to cut the mortise and face plate recesses for popular door locks.

**Face Plate:**
- 6" x 1"
- 4½" x 1"
- 2½ x 1"

**Lock Body:**
- 4½" x ¾"
- 3" x ¾"
- 7/8" x ½"

Features:
- Produces quick, clean and accurate results on doors 34mm to 58mm thick.
- Uses 12.7mm cutter and 16mm guide bush.
- Elongated securing clamps for easier operation and safer working. Interchangeable laminate plates for various lock sizes.
Staircase Jig

Cuts:
Open tread and closed tread stair profiles

Features:
- Incorporates a universal router base with four radius bushes, so any popular router will work with the jig.
- Sliding pegs and bar are attached to the Jig so no pieces will get lost!
- Depending on the tread thickness a 16mm or 22mm dovetail cutter is used.

Letterbox Jig

Cuts:
All popular letterbox sizes.

Features:
- All popular routers will work with the jig.
- One piece ‘Larger sized’ Jig for stable and safe operation (easy to clamp in place).
- Uses 12.7mm cutter and 16mm guide bush.

Hot Rod/Drainer Jig

Dual function jig for routing sloping drainage grooves (of approximately 450mm in length) in solid timber work surfaces, such as might be used with a Belfast sink.

This Jig also routes mounting grooves for Hot Rods of up to 460mm in length.

- For Drainage Groove use with a 10mm diameter ball nose router cutter and 30mm guide bush.
- For Hot Rods use with a 6mm Radius (12mm diameter) Tungsten Carbide Ball nosed cutter and 30mm guide bush.
Belfast/Butler Sink Jig

Belfast/Butler Sink Jig is suitable for ceramic sinks up to 1050mm long and from 440 – 515mm wide.

Belfast/butler sink jig will rout recesses into worktops for single or double Belfast sinks. It enables you to accurately rout a drip channel groove on the underside of the worktop and around the outside of the sink recess (5-6mm from the worktop edge).

- For Worktop Recess use with a 12.7mm Tungsten Carbide Router Cutter and 30mm guide bush.
- For Drip Channel groove use with a 5 or 6mm diameter (3/16”or 1/4”) Tungsten Carbide Round Nose Cutter and 16mm guide bush.

Sink and Hob Aperture Jig

Sink and Hob Aperture Jig will enable you to quickly and neatly, rout recesses and apertures in worktops to fit a range of sinks and hobs. Use with a 12.7mm diameter x 50mm Tungsten Carbide Router Cutter.

Features:

- The jig has four sets of radius curves, left and right hand at 100, 80, 60 & 40mm radii.
- Left and Right hand 90° Angles and a central slot that will enable you to cut straight cuts up to 480mm long.
- Each set of radius curves is paired with a set of peg holes that will set the jig at 50mm from the edge of the worktop.

Radius Jigs

Unika produce a range of radius jigs for:

- Cutting wall and base carcass units to fit concave doors.
- Cutting carcass units and worktops for island units.

fact
Unika offers a bespoke jig manufacturing service. We can make any jig to suit a wide range of applications.
TopMarker is a new worktop tool that will assist the kitchen fitter to cut out an accurate and consistent aperture in which to fit a sink and hob. TopMarker speeds up marking out for the installer and improves accuracy.

TopMarker now has a 35mm hinge hole cut out to recess integrated door hinges. This can be used in conjunction with a drill and 35mm hinge cutter for easy cut out with no drill slip/movement. The hinge hole is also set in 22.5mm so it is ready to go once clamped in place.

TopMarker can also be used to mark measurements for the placement of door handles. Use it to mark out a 45° angle – internal or external. If the hob is to be fitted in a corner situation there is a 22.5° angle on the marker.

TopMarker is made from 13mm Compact Grade Laminate, it’s a quality tool which has been built to last. It is a handy time saving device which produces a uniform result every time.
Router Cutters

Unika introduce a new range of high quality Router Cutters. All Tungsten Carbide Tipped – superior quality for a longer life.

Trade Pack:

3 x ½” Twin Flute Straight Cutters
12.7mm (½”) diameter with 50mm cut length ½” shank diameter. Perfect for kitchen worktops and timber routing. All cutters work with Unika Jigs.

Kitchen Pack:

22 x ½” (12.7mm) Twin Flute Straight Cutters
1 x ½” (12.7mm) Twin Flute Straight Cutter – 60mm cut depth
Extra long cutter for light weight honeycomb worktops
1 x ¼” (6.35mm) Flush Trim – 25.4mm cut depth
Use to trim hard laminates e.g. Kitchen Worktops

A great pack for kitchen fitters. All cutters work with Unika Jigs.

Biscuit Cutter:

1 x ¼” Biscuit Cutter

Use on softwoods, hardwoods, MDF, plywood and chipboard.

Each cutter is supplied with 3 ball bearing guides to suit three sizes of biscuits available:

No.0 – 45mm x 15mm x 4mm
Suitable for 8-12mm boards

No.10 – 53mm x 19mm x 4mm
Suitable for 13-18mm boards

No.20 – 58mm x 23mm x 4mm
Suitable for 19mm + boards.
Worktop Protection
Self Adhesive Worktop Protector Rods
(30cm & 45cm long)

Stainless Steel finish Worktop Protector Rods are a stylish accessory which look great in all modern kitchens.

They enable you to remove a hot pan from the hob without ruining your worktop.

Each Rod is backed with self adhesive heat resistant tape, so they are easy to apply and can transform your kitchen in less than 5 minutes. They look great on any style of worktop – matt, gloss, solid wood or granite.

The functionality of using self adhesive rods means that the worktop does not need routing and you save on time and mess.

**fact**
Worktop Protector Rods have been tested to withstand very high temperatures, water and food spillages.

Protector Rods 60cm Long

Perfect for luggage racks in hotels. Luggage Rods are backed with self adhesive tape and have three screw holes. They will increase the life span of the luggage area which commonly gets damaged with heavy cases.

Heat & Water Resistant

Self adhesive apply in seconds

Easy to fit peel off and press into place
Specialist Surface Cleaners
Gloss Surface Cleaner

Gloss Surface Cleaner will produce a smear free superior finish on gloss kitchen cupboards, glass, mirrors and chrome surfaces. It has been specifically designed to remove dust, light dirt and water marks.

Gloss Surface Cleaner is a ready to use foam cleaner which cleans and polishes in one convenient and easy application. It is a professional grade cleaner which will reduce the rate of static pick up on any surface and so reduce the dust build up.

Gloss Surface Cleaner is available in a clam pack containing a 200ml aerosol can and microfibre cloth or a 250ml trigger spray (non aerosol version) and microfibre cloth in a shrinkwrap pack.

Super Matte Laminate Cleaner

NEW Super Matte Laminate Cleaner is perfect for Matte Laminate Worktops, Wall Panels and Doors which are prone to fingerprints. Unika Super Matte Laminate Cleaner is a ready to use specialist spray cleaner, which has excellent cleaning power on every day grease and grime. It cleans Super Matte leaving it fingerprint and streak free with a fantastic low sheen finish.

Fact
Multi surface cleaners can be too abrasive for gloss surfaces.
**Stainless Steel Shine**

Unika Stainless Steel Shine is a natural oil based polish which leaves a streak free finish to all stainless steel surfaces. It will remove light grease, fat, cooking stains and water marks but is not designed to remove stubborn stains and food residue.

Unika Stainless Steel Shine will leave a protective film on the surface after each application and should be used in conjunction with a daily cleaner.

Use on all stainless steel surfaces including cookerhood, backsplash, fridge etc.

Apply sparingly with a soft lint free cloth to obtain a long lasting protective barrier against further marks.

---

**Solid Wood Worktop Cleaner**

- Ready to use Specialist spray cleaner
- pH7 Neutral Cleaner will not produce soap residue build up on the surface
- Non foaming and does not leave smears
- Cleans the worktop safely – non hazardous
- Biodegradable and solvent free

Unika Solid Wood Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use specially formulated pH7 Neutral Cleaner. It will remove light grease, fat, cooking stains, food residue etc.

It is important to use pH7 Neutral Cleaner on solid wood worktops because it stops the blue soap film (left by multipurpose cleaners) building up on the surface of the wood. The blue soap film stains the wood and it can be difficult to remove.

---

**Laminate Cleaner**

Use on Laminate & Melamine work surfaces

- Unika Laminate Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner
- Cleans worktops to a sparkling shine – no smears!
- Tackles everyday grease and grime
- ‘ Cleans worktop safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free
Solid Surface Rejuvenate

Use on Solid Surface Acrylic Worktops

- Solid Surface Rejuvenate will renovate Solid Surface acrylic and polyester worktops.
- It is designed to remove minor scratches and leave the worktop as good as new. Solid Surface Rejuvenate contains mild abrasive particles which when coupled with a white nylon pad will buff up the work surface.
- Use as and when required on worktop areas that are subjected to a lot of wear and tear. Or use to renovate your whole top when it becomes scratched and dull.
- Unika Solid Surface Rejuvenate is a ready to use specialist cleaner that will renovate the work surface safely.

Solid Surface Worktop Cleaner

Use on Solid Surface Acrylic Worktops

- Unika Solid Surface Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner, which tackles everyday grease and grime.
- Cleans worktop safely – biodegradable & solvent free.
- Cleans worktops without leaving smears to a sparkling clean finish.

Composite Sink Cleaner

Unika Composite Sink Daily Cleaner is formulated to easily and safely breakdown limescale on composite sinks - bringing the sink back to new.

Composite Sink Daily Cleaner is a professional grade cleaner with a safe non scratch solution. It will clean without the need for scrubbing - removing everyday grease and limescale.

- Ready to use Specialist spray cleaner
- Every day Professional Grade Cleaner formulated to easily and safely remove everyday limescale, grease and dirt
- Biodegradable
- Cleans sinks to a sparkling shine
- Leaves sinks clean and germ free
**Granite Worktop Sealer**

Use on Granite, Quartz, Marble, Natural Stone Surfaces

- Ready to use specialist sealer
- Protects against Water & Oil spillages and Stains
- Provides transparent vapour permeable protection
- Invisible coating
- Seals safely – Non hazardous, Biodegradable and solvent free.

**Granite & Quartz Worktop Cleaner**

Use on Granite, Quartz, Marble, Natural Stone Surfaces

- Unika Granite & Quartz Worktop Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner, which tackles everyday grease and grime.
- Antibacterial care
- Cleans worktop safely – it is non hazardous, biodegradable and solvent free
- Cleans worktops without leaving smears to a sparkling clean finish.

**Solid Surface Shine**

Use on Solid Surface Acrylic Worktops

- Solid Surface Shine is a protective cleaner and polish specially formulated for Solid Surface Worktops. Apply weekly to leave a streak free long lasting shine.
- Solid Surface Shine will condition your worktop whilst adding a protective barrier against spills, ring marks etc. so making your daily clean a whole lot easier.
- Use in conjunction with Unika Daily Solid Surface Cleaner
Magic Eraser

Magic Eraser is a brand new cleaning product which will lift tough dirt, stains and marks from virtually any surface – ceramics, plastics, steel, mirrors, glass, flooring, walls etc.

Magic Eraser is made from a special lightweight melamine resin foam that penetrates deep into the surface grooves and breaks up the dirt. Use it to remove persistent marks on quartz worktops.

It will lift marks from the surface with just water – no detergents are required.
Bathrooms
TopSeal is a new colour matched Adhesive and Sealant for shower panels in bathrooms.

It is the lastest generation, high performance toughened polymer technology. TopSeal’s excellent bond strength gives instant grip without support, there’s no slip and it has gap filling properties.

It is specifically designed to adhere to most building surfaces including concrete, plaster, plasterboard, wood, plastics, metal etc.

TopSeal replaces slower, weaker silicone which often requires additional hot melt glue or adhesive tape while curing.

For 1000mm panel approximately 1 cartridge is required.

Use it to fix the panel in place and then to seal between panels and at the corners instead of using unsightly metal trims. As TopSeal is colour matched to the panel the sealant bead does not look messy like other sealants can. It is totally waterproof, solvent free and resistant to temperature extremes -40°C to +100°C.
Laminate Cleaner

Use on Laminate shower panels

Unika Laminate Cleaner is a ready to use everyday specialist cleaner designed to remove grease, grime and soap deposits without scrubbing.

- Cleans panels to a sparkling shine – no smears!
- Cleans safely – it is biodegradable and solvent free.

Gloss Surface Cleaner

Gloss Surface Cleaner will effortlessly produce a smear free superior finish on gloss shower panels, glass, mirrors and chrome surfaces. It has been specifically designed to remove grease, grime and soap deposits without scratching.

Gloss Surface Cleaner is a ready to use cleaner which cleans and polishes in one convenient and easy application. It is a professional grade cleaner which will reduce the rate of static pick up on any surface and so reduce the dust build up.

Gloss Surface Cleaner is available in an aerosol or no aerosol bottle with microfibre cloth.

fact
Multi surface cleaners can be too abrasive for gloss surfaces
High Profile Product Display Stands

Unika offers a range of display stands which help promote the product at the point of sale. Unika display stands can be individually branded according to customer requirements depending on the initial order size.

Kitchen Accessory Display

Kitchen Cleaner Display

Holds Full Range Of Kitchen Products

Cleaner Counter Displays
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